
Reducing the strain on rescue response
Care for your beacon, and it will care for you.

BY DAN CLEARWATER

The Rescue Coordination Centre New Zealand (RCCNZ) receives the distress signals from
beacons, and is responsible for coordinating the subsequent search and rescue response. But
for every beacon success story, there are many more false alarms. Of the 837 beacon
activations in 2021, a staggering 515 were false.

As responsible outdoors people, we can do our bit to ease the unnecessary strain on RCCNZ
by registering our beacons and caring for them at home and in the hills.

Register your beacon
Each beacon must be registered, which provides contact information for the beacon owner and
their trusted emergency person.  A chat with the registered owner can quickly eliminate a false
alarm, but without registration, RCCNZ can only treat the signal as genuine and mobilise search
and rescue resources to respond. Also, in a real situation, RCCNZ can get additional
information quickly from your emergency contacts, which can improve the way they respond to
your situation.

Personal Locator Beacons can be registered online with RCCNZ: www.beacons.org.nz

Why not make it a regular spring task to re-check your battery expiry date and registration
details, alongside preparing all your other gear for the season?

Devices such as the Garmin InReach and SPOT Trackers are not beacons, but Satellite
Emergency Notification Devices (SEND). These are registered with a private company relevant
to each manufacturer. The differences between beacons and SEND’s have been discussed
extensively online. If you aren’t familiar with the pros and cons of each type, it’s worthwhile
research to develop your personal backcountry knowledge. SENDs are particularly useful for
routine messages: “We’ve changed our plans” or “we’re fine, just delayed by weather” so if
two-way communication is important to you, consider carrying both a SEND and a beacon.

At present, RCCNZ has approximately 124,000 beacons on their register. But simple
extrapolation from activation data suggests 30-35% of all beacons are unregistered.  If you own
one of the 60,000 or so unregistered beacons, please take 10 minutes to complete the online
form. Likewise, next time you’re chatting to your outdoor mates about safety gear, ask them if
they have registered their beacon.

http://www.beacons.org.nz


Be mindful of how and where you carry your beacon
However we do it, our beacon should be with us if we need it, whilst being protected from
damage, loss or inadvertent activation.

No electronic device is absolutely waterproof, only degrees of water resistance, which rely on an
intact case and seal. For any situation where the beacon could experience impacts and high
water pressure (i.e. near a river) a drybag could provide enough additional protection to keep
the device safe. Water ingress has led to a number of beacons malfunctioning and transmitting.
One example was on the Hollyford river, where a device was clipped to the bow of a packraft.
They got quite a surprise when a rescue helicopter landed on the river bank to intercept them!

There are many ways you could become separated from your pack, such as during a fall, when
swept away in a river crossing or dropped during a snack break in steep terrain. This is why
RCCNZ recommends carrying the device on your person, such as in a secure clothing pocket,
or personal pouch. Just ensure that it can’t get ripped off during that heinous scrub-bash!

In an emergency, activating many devices requires multiple steps; extend the aerial, lift the flap,
then push the button. But even with a protective flap, on some devices it is possible to push the
button with enough direct pressure. Even with the aerial stowed, they can transmit a weak
signal. RCCNZ has heard many examples of these inadvertent activations; beacons in packs
being sat on, squashed in drybags, leaned on when stored in pouches, or even when dropped.

Carry your beacon where it is least likely to experience excessive force, be mindful of where
your beacon is, and consider buying or making a protective padded pouch. Care for your
beacon, and it will care for you.

Replacement batteries and disposal
Depending on the model, PLB batteries last up to 10 years and all have the expiry date printed
on the device. You must send a beacon to the manufacturer-approved repair agent for new
batteries. This is not cheap, but dividing the cost by the battery life gives you a very affordable
per annum form of ‘life insurance’.

If a device is badly damaged or unwanted, it should be taken to a police station, or couriered to
RCCNZ for proper disposal.  On 7 July 2022, RCCNZ received a single alert for a NZ coded
beacon, with no position information. The beacon had been de-registered a few years ago. The
previous owner was contacted and he advised he’d donated it to the local tramping club. The
club (which is a member of FMC) was contacted, and advised RCCNZ that “the battery had
expired, so we threw it in the bin”. The unit was most likely sitting in the tip, and potentially
activated due to battery corrosion, water ingress or pressure from other rubbish piling up.

What to do if your beacon is falsely activated
The most important advice is leave the beacon activated until you’ve made contact with the
authorities.



Contact RCCNZ as soon as possible; there’s no fine for an accidental activation, and you could
prevent wasting search and rescue resources. If you just deactivated the device and kept going
on your journey, RCCNZ has to treat it as a genuine distress signal, and they’ll be looking for a
needle in a haystack, which dramatically increases cost and risk to rescuers.

Deep in the mountains, you could be faced with a dilemma: should we stay put to be found
faster, or continue to get to phone reception quickly?  The decision will have many factors such
as weather, supplies, the group, your location etc, but RCCNZ advises parties not to take extra
risk because they are concerned about an inadvertently activated beacon and the risks to
rescuers. This is when also carrying a SEND can save the day, as you can communicate with
RCCNZ and get the beacon activation officially cancelled.

Put these numbers into your phone right now: 0508 4 RCCNZ / 0508 472 269 / +64 4 577 8030.
And with a device like an InReach, you can email RCCNZ@maritimenz.govt.nz

So please, once you’ve made the wise choice to take a beacon with you on all your adventures,
make sure it is registered, carried correctly and disposed of properly.  RCCNZ and the 12,000 or
so people who make up our search and rescue services in New Zealand will thank you for it.

Register your beacon and find more detail on everything to do with beacons, at
www.beacons.org.nz

Thank you to Dan Clearwater, former FMC Development Officer, who now works for the NZ
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